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www.university-directory.eu/

Subject

Universities and Colleges - Directories

Accessibility

Free
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English

Publisher

University Directory Worldwide

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

The university directory worldwide currently covers 557661 top courses, 281986 top
academic partnerships, 51633 top academic institutions, 359775 top academic job
vacancies throughout the world. It also provides information about university
directory by country’, job vacancies by subject and degrees, programs, courses by
subject. Information about the top ranked universities & colleges in the world,
including admission information, programs, bachelor's courses, master's courses,
PhD programs & job vacancies are covered by this website.

Kind of Information

Information are provided in some main categories like : universities by country,
schools by type, schools by subject, degrees, courses by level, jobs worldwide &
courses worldwide. All the universities under a country are listed including their
particular icons (national flags). “India” can be identified under Asia :

After clicking on
, different kinds of directories can be seen. When a
particular directory is opened, total no. of entries can be seen. A particular university
is given with its logo, admission, location, contact details, courses and link of home
page. Such as, Jadavpur University can be found including its link under
“universities directories of India” :

Under a particular country, a variety of information can be found. E.g. in case of
India, following information can be found:

Job vacancies, scholarships, fellowships, certificate programs, majors & minors,
research degrees, academic institutions, universities, institutes, colleges, academies,
polytechnics, departments, faculties, organizations, associations, medical centres,
foundations and networks throughout India.
Information on marketing and advertising are provided also. Information aboout any
course can be known easily with its location , fees and duration. Hyperlinks of top
universities are given. Job and carrer mentoring is supported by ‘Job Mentors’.
Universities can be searched throgh maps also.
Special Features
 This website provides RSS feeds facility.
 It is linked with ‘Google+’.
 Links of top universities are given separately.

,
and
facilities are provided.
 Any academic post can be published in free of cost.
 Keyword search and advance search facilities are given too.
 ‘Ads on google’ is linked directly.
Arrangement Pattern

Category wise arrangement can be seen in case of macro levels.
But at the micro level, alphabetical arrangement can be seen. Such as, micro levels
under “Universities by country” are arranged like :

Remarks

This is a good comprehensive tool which can provide information about any
university in the world. As it is connected with the respective links, any type of
queries can be fulfilled by searching this website. Attachment of other related
websites make it more relevant. Free advertising facility is a good scope of
marketing for it. Ranking of universities can also be known.
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